


» This is ZINGARO #9, Merlin Press publication #16, Winter 66 issue. 
It is also the 4th Annish, ZINGARO is available at irrerular intervals 
(due to the school situation). This issue being especially large, and 

•containing so many pages of photos, sells f»r the munificent sum of 45$.
ZINGARG is also available for trade, contribution, LoC, and to members 
of N’APA, FAPA, or the FAPA w/1. Regular issues of ZINGARO are also 
available for 30$ ea. As with most fanzine editors, I would much rather 
get contributions than money, especially short stories and interior illos 
but I will print anything acceptable. Ameng the items present in this 
fantabulous, super-duper, extra special collection «f superlative writing 
are the following:

pg Item 
1 Index 
2 The Editor Speaks (Editorial)
5 The look Shelf (Bock Reviews)
9 Tricon Photo Section

15 The Grewing Pile (Fanzine Reviews)
18 Conquered World (Poem) Brian Burley
19 The Harpies . (Fiction Shert) Lyle Gaulding
21 Freedom, American Society Feature Article) Stephen Pickering 

and the Science Fictioneer
27 The Silver Screen (Movie Reviews)
28 The Idiot Box (TV Reviews)
31 Missiles From the Mailbox 'Letters) The Readers

Artwprk
- pg 6, 7, 18--REG 

pg 34--Dian Pelz 
. Cover--Kinney

, You are receiving this issue of ZINGARO for the following excellent reaso 
You are in N’APA__ , FAPA____ , on the FAPA w/L____ . You have a publishe 
contribution in this issue_ . You wrote a letter____ . sent me your 
zine in trade_ , you pub a zine I would like to trade for____ . I have 
some contrib from you I haven’t yet published_ , I would like to get 
from you and article or story_ , a letter_____ , some artwork____ . You 
are one of the supporters of the working class, you sent money___ , 
You are a good person, and get this issue for that alone_ . if I don’t
hear from you. this is your last issue____ . You subscribe, and your last
issue is #.
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THE EDITOR SPEAKS • // ’ . ‘ . ■ //I
And this marks the end of U years of publishing fanzines, with my usual comldned 

Worldcon Suo-lal and Anwish, Very handy, that, even if it does mean that I’m a bit 
late with ths Worldcon now J I Wvnt over'coaid on tne photos this year, so much so* 
that this year I might well be known as an Un-conventional fan, because I was so busy 
snapping pictures, that I hardly remember what was on the scheduled program. Aside 
from that, I had a groat time. I just made a rougn estimate, and discovered that each 
copy of thish is costing co 3^» without figuring any cost for labor, and I haven’t 
been taking in any advertising. Let’s see if I can reconstruct the Worldcon, using 
my notes, and the remains of the 23 rolls .of film I took(that reminds me, I still 
haven’t seen the movies yot. Be back in 30 minutes or so, folks.) I Just showed my * 
movies* and if my projector were half as good as they are, I’d really have something, 
Anyway, back to the Worldcon. Which is, of cour.se, titled:

• • • . . • - » • ■ . ■ _ ’ , 
THE UNCONVENTIONAL FAN • • ' " ' . ' '

I was probably one of the earliest fans to arrive in Cleveland, except for those 
already there. I arrived Tuesday afternoon, and after getting settled down, «ent ou1 
sightseeing, and tried to find a few places of interest in the neighborhood, I found 
a bookstore,, and spent the rest of the day there* buying a whole mound of books. On 
Wednesday, I implemented, an invitation I had received to tour the GE plant at Nela 
Park, and at the same time, talked with some of the peo^la with whom I do business. 
This took most of tne day on Wednesday, and I spent the Evening warming up for the 
con by touring the various bars in the vicinity* as I hadn’t seen any fans ye*-. On 
Thursday, fans started coming out of th< woodwork, and I «as running around trying to 
buy extra film for my cameras. Naturally, I attended the party that evening in the 
Con suite. Actually, during the whole time of the con, I attended the regular spon
sored parties inthe evenings, and during the day, about the only schedulae events I 
saw were tne opening speech of Friday, tie Burroughs Bibliophiles luncheon and the 
Banquet, thb Fashion Show, tho Costume Ball, the previews of Stan Trek, Time Tunnel, . 
and Fantastic Voyage, and the Business Meeting. I missed all the panel discissions, 
but not very much. Actually, seeing.as how I spent most of the time wandering around 
in an alcoholic haze, it’s a wonder I saw as much as I did. ; - ‘

The Bibliophiles meeting was interesting,.in a way, I had my camera, as usual, 
and while thej were showing some slides of various illos by and of Ru-^rnngha works, 
I managed to take a few snaps of them. Surprisingly enough, most of these came out 
pretty good. I had my tape recorder with me on occasion, but it seemed a bit temp- 
rapental, the two conversations I wanted to get didn't come out. I almost got notes 
on Hulbert Burroughs talking to Sam Moskowitz, and telling about all the left- vers 
still in the safe. Then there was tho hour or so when I was down in the bar, along v , 
with Poul Anderson, Gordon Dickson, Karen Anderson, Randall Garrett, and a few others. 
’,',11116 everyone was talking, my taper was busily spinning away, and nothing was going 
d wn on tape this time either. Very frustrating. I did manage to get an nour or so , 
of a filk song fest held in the Ball Room early Sunday(or was it Monday) morning, 
and also part of one of the regular parties. I had planned on using my taper to re
c rd the subject of each picture, which /as very successful at tho Midwestcon, but it 
was acting up too much, and I used a notebook instead. I took most of a series of 
photos of the Banouet and Hugo Awards from about 20 feet. It says here that Asimov 
gave Harlan Ellison a Hugo for best short fiction, for "Repent Harlequint, Said the 
Ticktockman", and Harlan turned around and gave Ike a Hugo for his "Foundation” 
series. My notes also say that ERBDOM got the award for best fanzine, Frank Frazetta 
was judgod best artist, Fred Pohl accepted a Hugo for best prozine for his "Worlds of

cour.se


TES(Cont’d)
and the award for best novel was split between Frank Herbert’s "Dune," end Roger 

Zelazny’s "And Call Me Conrad."
Not being content with the opportunities provided by the Costume Ball for design

ing out-of-this-world costumes, somebody decided that the Worldcon was an ideal -place 
to hold a fashion and ■■’cmone.tr.'-'.tj variom?. concepts of the fashions of the future, 
(an interesting note about th.* J th t us 1 orc wr±tii>g this, it is New Year’s Bay, 
and at this time, the c'Mer.t ep * svdoa of the strip •Preude. Starr" are featuring
a similar show, which I mnpc? vu# Lrrwn abouu the time the Woriceon was on.) ■

I very much enjoyed th., previews of the TV programs ’’Star Trak" and ’’Time Tunnel." 
In care you want to write be she NBC network offices to protest the possible cancel
lation of "Star Trek," you should address your letters to N3C-TV, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, 
New York, NY, 10020. ■

As usual, I spent too much money on bboks and r>agazines(l came home with tvrice as 
much as I started with), and I met a lot of the people that I send ZINGARO to during t) 
year. All in all, it was a great convention,- and I’ll see you all in New York next 
year.

I’m sorry if you are disappointed with the incoherance of my Worldcon report, but 
as I said, this is New Years Day, about 2AN, and I have been drinking and listening to 
and taping the 8-hour long New Year’s "Midnight Special" Special, from our local PM 
station WFMT. I think I had better include the key to the photo section, before I 
forget. As far as my notes go, the following people appoar(l would appreciate any
additions or corrections)(reading left to 

Page 66-1 ■
A. Ken Holloway (us Gandalf)

C. John & Mary Patterson (as the 
Snake Mother & Lord of Fools)

E. Dave Kyle & Son (as St George & 
Dragon)

page 66-2
A. Jack & Phoebe Gaughan

C. L Sprague de Camp, Belle Dietz, 
Isaac Asimov

E. Ed Wood, Leigh Brackett, Ed 
Hamilton

Page 66-3
A. Jack Hardy, Bill Obbagy

C. Alex Panshin, Robert Silverberg
E. Ed Wood, T L Sherred

Pago 66-4
A. Jack Chalker, Bob Pavlat, Banks 

Mebane
C. Sam Moskowitz, Hulbert Burroughs
E. Bon Solon(back), Lois Lavender 

right):

3. Karen Anderson (as Adjutant for Dragon 
Master)

D. (as Oscar Gordon from
Glory Road)

F. Cail & Joe Holderman (as Illustrated 
People)

3. J W Campbell, Christine Moskowitz, Dr 
A R Miller, Suo Miller

D. P byn & Isaac Asiraov, Jean Engel

F. Trevor Hearndon, Claudia Galik, John 
Brunner

E. Lloyd Biggie, Samuel Delaney, Richard 
Wilson

D. Larry Niven, Fred Pohl
F. Karen Anderson, Randall Garrett, Loster 

del Roy(back), Gordon Dickson

B. Jerry Snhl

D. David Keil, Mike Domina
F. Harlan Ellison

(the 4 pictures from the fashicn show are so sparsely identified because they wore 
going by so fast that I didn’t have time to make any notes as to identity. Can anyone 
help? •)
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The Editor Speaks(Cont’cl)
pg 6o-5

A. . , ,
Sherri Jackson

C. Karen Anderson, Lois Lav
ender, Marsha Brown

E. Jack Chalker, Ed Wood, 
John Trimble

66^6
A. , Earl Kemp

C. Ed Hamilton,

E.

B. , , Marsha Exov
Carol Pohl. Lois Lavender

D.*

F. , Mark Irwin, Fred
Lerner

B. Alex Eisenstein, Phillis 
Kleinstein

D.

F. Randall Garrett, Karen Anderson

With this issue, ZINGARO is going to be published irregularily(evrn more so than 
usual), because I have decided to take on a bigger load at night school. I have no 
idea when I will be able to publish, but will do so at intervals. Tairing 2 courses 
at once kills 2 nights a week completely, just for school, and a full-time job besides 
leaves little time for fanac. I hope that ZINGARO ’dll come out 3 times a year, but 
there will be at least 2 issues yearly, until I finish school.

Thinking about the next Worldcon is maddening. I have never be-n to New Yerk, 
and would like to spend, 'luito a bit of time there, but almost next door, there*is EXPO 
67, which would take weeks to see entirely, all by itself, and I havo only 2 weeks of 
vacation for both,

There is a new possible successor to the Burroughs'- !*tradition," in a book by John 
Norman titled "Tarneman of Got". The only basic difference between this and the many 
other similar series' is that this or.s takes place in a spot that is generally believed 
to be non-existant, "Counter-Earth," the planet which always keeps the Sun between it
self and Earth, and rides in the same orbit. It has flaws, but it could turn cut to 
bo a quite good series.

It looks as if this is going to be a sort of long drought for me. My younger 
brother got married last month, and he took his tape-recorder with him. So here I am, 
with a library of about 100 tapes, and nothing to play them jn. I ’dll have to do 
something about that quick. I've been r'oing a bit of writing lately, and, in contrast 
to my usual habits, I finally managed to finish something. It's only a short poem, 
but it is a start, it shows that I can push sometning through to the end, and I hope 
that by next issue of ZINGARO, to be able to announce that I have finally had some
thing of mine published professionally.

I've been wondering why it took me so long to finish thish, and it seems as if I 
am suffering from a slight case of QAFIA. Not only in re fandom, but things in general 
are beginning to pall.

As you probably have heard, the Chicago area has had a real snowstorm this year, 
over 27 inch( s, so far, and it's still coming down as I write. This is actually the 
3rd storm, each one being kind enough to hold off until just as we get the streets 
clear from the last one. Boy, what a mess. I can't complain, tho, I -anaged to get 
2 days off of work, because of the storm, andl'm using them to finish thish. That's 
about all, for now, I hope to see you at the Midwestcon, this year, or if not, there, 
at the Worldcon. Fanatically yours,

MARK IRWIN
Editor, Publisher, & Chief Typist
ZINGARO



1. TEE WITCHES OP KABES S—James H Schmitz, Chilton, 1966, $4.95, 202np, 
The first part of this book was originally published in aSTCUI DIHG 

SCIEKCE-EICT1OK, in December I9U9. At that time, when I first read it, I thought it 
vp-s quite good, but felt that it was incomplets, and should have been either much 
longer or provided with a sequal. Now, 1? years later, the story of Capt pausert’s 
adventures after he ’’adopts three children of Karres(with all the strange powers 
they have), has been altered beyond recognition, almost, by the new ending. Because 
I unconsciously had exnected the story to develop in a different manner, I at first 
could not fully appreciate it. However, after re-reading it, I have regained some 
of my objectivity, and decided that it is quite excellent reading of it’s type.

The story starts out as a straight space adventure, somewhat complicated by the 
psionic "powers” of the three children. The author then stirred in a race of crea— 
tures with strange powers, who think that humans are creatures in their dreams, and 
a mysterious, and ominous world, from which no explorer has ever returned^ although 
the story is silly at times, it is very entertaining, and the author has even pro
vided a cuite substantial ’’hook” at the e^d, which lets the readers hope that more 
stories will oe forthcoming that feature the same characters, the only problem here 
being that he has eliminated all the villains. The only adverse features about this 
book are the price, which I feel is a little bit too high for the small amount(2O2 
pages) of reading material presented(especially considering the limited pocketbooks 
of many potential readers), and the cover illustration, which is something that looks 
like it had been done by a 10-year old, I am sure that any of my readers who pick 
this book up will like it.

2. WILD AND OUTSIDE—.alien Kim Lang, Chilton, I9G5, $3.95, 139pp.
In order to rechannel the combative natures of the inhabitants of the 

planet Melon, Eddie Keenan is sent to the planet with the object of tecahing them 
to pipy baseball. The humanoid natives have a society somewhat like that of the 
Middle Ages, out, not having discovered the sword and armor used on Barth, they beat 
each other over the head, with large clubs, instead of using swords. One of the mc~e 
influential people on Melon is is an Earthman who has been the bolder on the trans
portation monopoly for over 100 years, "his book makes amusing reading, but don’t 
expect to find any dean thoughts in it. The plot is silly, the characters and back
ground ere thinly drawn, and it is full of cliches. In addition, the book is over
priced for the amount of material, the cover is rotten, and the picture of the author 
on the bank makes it look like he doesn’t give a damn about the book either. If you 
only take 20 minutes to read this book, like I did the fi^st time tnrough it, you 
v/ill probably like it, because you miss some of the defects, but they are still there.
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THIS IMDRTAL—Roger Zelazney, ACE, 1966, 40$.
This is the expansion of the Hugo winning ’’And Call me Conrad,” and is an 

excellent reason v:hy Roger Zelazny is one of the better writers of today. It is not 
one of these stories in which super-science vies with itself to produce a confused 
hash of all known laws of physics. The science is unobtrusive. It is not an inter
galactic adventure—all tlie action takes place on Earth. The peoole, and non-people, 
involved are better detailed than in many cases. The story concerns itself with the 
interactions of personalities, and the power-struggle between opposing factions. 
Little science and a lot of fiction makes for a good story, in tliis case. The enigma 
of the main characters’ background, as the solitary immortal man, and how tne story 
is built around him and his condition, pose enough problems for me to suspect that 
this is the first in a scries, actually, if not cronolcgically(series-wise). There 
is enough background to make one feel it would be wasted if used for only one stoiy.

cliches tiiey find in t.us source, oo nt’.cn
1 t ~ personnel. If vou like

THE BLUE "'ORLD—Jack Vance, Ballantine, 1966, 50$, 190pp.
Originally appearing in FANTASTIC as a short story entitled "King Kragen", 

this story cells of a water world inhabited by men who live on huge floating islands, 
wliich are actually the tops of ocean growing plants. Lading metals ent rely, the 
people nave an almost idyllic existance, their or*lv enemies being the huge "Kragens" 
and the priest caste taat had claimed these creatures as gods. The story has little 
basic background, but concerns itself with the arise of a rebel who cannot see the 
purpose of men catering to the whims of a monster. This is an excellent story. Al
though I have enjoyed otl>er bocks by Vance, I think this is his best.

SIEGE PERILOUS—Lester Del Rey, Lancer #73-468, 1966, 60$, 157pp.
This book is right in line with the "camp" craze that is all the rage i .ght 

now. Ine plot concerns an invasion of one of our missile satellites by a group of 
Martians. Since they have gotten their impressions of Earth life by watching TV 
programs, they have picked up speeca and action patterns whicn are colored by all the 

so, in fact, that their "M&iia" begins to 
campy things, this is really it, even 

chough its not as bad as BATMAN, Other- 
dse, don’t aether.

DIGITS AND DASTARDS—Frederik Pohl, 
Ballantine J-2178, Jun 66, 50$, 192pp. 
; Containing 2 novelettes and 4 
'Shorts, this book is unusual in that it 

also contains 2 articles on the subject 
of binary numbers. None of the stories 
is particularily outstanding, but they 
all go to show tlie wide range of ’ir. 
Pohl's writing talents. The articles ar 
more interesting, but the book is worth 
reading.

WORLD OF PTAWS--Larry Noven, Ballantine 
U2328, 1966, 50$, 188pp.

A shorter version of this story 
appeared in WORLDS OF TO^DRRO! ^, in 1965. 
In the story, telepath Larry Greenberg 
,ias his mind taken over by a Tnrint, the 
last survivor of his race, who had just 
been released from a 2 billion year 
stay in a tLie-retarder field. The 
power of the alien to control the minds 



of others, and the almost complete transfer 
of his personality to tne man, make for an 
interesting situation, hi 3 is an excellen- 
book, and I recommend it.

DANGER FROM VEGA(John Rackham)—CLASH OF 
STAR KINGS (Avram Davidson), ACE G576, 1966, 
50|t 149/105 pp.

The first half of this double novel 
is another story of an interstellar war. 
This time, the Earthmen are fighting a
gainst creatures from Vega, Our heroes 
crash-land their ship on a planet which 
proves co be a major supply depot for 
the enemy, a planet inhabited almost en
tirely by human wo.oen. This particular 
story is much better than others of its 
ilk I have read. On the other side of 
this book, we have a story by someone 
who should know how to write better. The 
setting is in Mexico, and the main event 
is a search by the ancient gods and derions 
of Mexico for an object of great power 
that had been hidden long ago. The story 
moves too slowly, and there is too much 
background tiiat is trivial, unnecessary 
to the plot, especially for such a short 
story. One of che few of Davidson’s 
stories that I dislike.

THE OFF-WORLDERS (John. Baxter)-THE STAR MAGICIANS(Lin Carter)—ACE G588 
501, 127/124 pp.

1966,

A primitive world, scarred by a great war, having a society tliat is being 
kept promitive by the fears of t-ke people, and a class of fanatics wno make it their 
purpose to destroy anything that aas any taint of Science. Add to this an Earth 
society that depends on a type of machine witn no miving parts, and a suaer-device 
that is being searched for by tlie villians. It has all been done for many other 
stories, and there is only one idea of inteiesc occurring in the whole story, which 
idea unfortunately is not developea at all. In the other half of this double novel, 
Lin Carter has shown us how inept he can write. Me have the remains of a Galactic 
Empire being slowly destroyed by the barbarian hordes. We have an author who had 
been dipping into Asimov’s ’’Foundation” series, since he heard they were up for an 
award as best all-time series. But Carter’s Scar Magicians, who seem to have the 
mental abilities of Asimov’s ’’2nd Foundation”, combined with the science of the ”lst 
Foundation,” have as their representative a man who not only fails to kill the in- 
dispensible leader of the hordes when he hac the chance, but actually saves his life. 
Finally, laving made the hordes so unstoppable, Carter brings, like a "bolt from the 
green”, a supernatural being v/ho sloves all problems in an instant. This is obvious
ly trash.

THE LONG RESULT—John Brunner, Ballantine 1’2329, 1966, 50<t, 190pp.
The Bureau of Cultural Relations, which Roald ’Incent works for, is an 

agency which is devoted to seeing that all things go smoothly between Earth, her 
colonies, ana any alien cultures which they come into contact with. They are faced 
with the problem of the gradually growing domination of one of the colonies over the
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civilization, and the future relagation of Earth to oblivion as a great 
power. Added to this is an alien "Galactic" civilization, which has so 
far remained secret from the Earthmen, and you have an interesting story, 
as expected, from this author.

THE TIME TUNNEL--Muriay Leinster, Pyramid R1522, 1966, 50$, 143pp. 
Although this is an adaptation of the TV series, there are sev

eral areas that differ from the series. The story is Similar to a typical 
episode, but Mr Leinster has his characters make use of a different type 
of mechanism for their time machine, and, since this is only a novel, he 
has managed to actually bring the story to a close, which is untenable in 
the TV series. This is even better than on TV, it is more consistant, 
and I think it might improve things if Mr Leinster would write a few 
episodes for TV.

NEW DREAMS THIS MGRNING--Edited by James Bilsh, Ballantine U2331, 
1966, 50$, 190pp.

This is a fascinating collection of 8 stories which illustrate 
some of the future possibilities in the worlds of art and literature. I 
think it is very much worth reading.

THF GATES OF ^REATION--Philip Jose Farmer, ACE F-412, 1966, 40$,159p. 
This book was written as a sequal to THE MAKER OF UNIVERSES, 

and as such, it continues the adventures of the man once known as Robert 
Wolff, who has discovered himself to-be one of the race that was once so 
advanced that they created therr own universes for amusement. In this 
book, several of the universe-makers are summoned by their father, and 
find themselves in a maze of several different universes, which pose them 
enough problems to fill up the rest of the book. I will admit that this 
is different, but nothing spectacular here.

STAR TREK--James Blish, Bantam F3459, 1966, 50$, 136pp.
The bock contains 7 short stories which were adapted from some 

of the scriots of the TV series. In fact, I have already seen one of the 
scripts used. This is a matter of taste. If you like the program, you 
will probably like this, if not. you won’t. I like it.

THE PLANET OF THE DOUBLE SUN--Noil R Jones, ACE F-42C, 1967,40$,123p, 
This book seems to be the first in a series which Chronicle the 

adventures of Professor Jameson and the Zoromes, a race of machine-men. 
The marvelous stories originally appeared in the 30’s, under the titles 
"The Jameson Satellite," and Planet of the Double Sun." They are fascin
ating, and I am sure that future stories will be well-received, as they 
are also reprinted. This is the first time any of the stories have been 
reprinted, and I am glad that someone has finally taken this step. It is 
a welcome change from some of the trash that is being reprinted in places 
like Amazing Stories.

THE SORCERESS OF QAR--Ted White, Lancer 73-528, 1966, 60$, 191pp. 
Although this is a sequal to Phoenix Prime, it is not the story 

of Max Quest, but it continues the adventures of some of the people that 
he met in the world of Qar, and uses the background. The adventures of 
the Sorceress Shannara and Elron mhke a fitting story for Sword-and-Sorcei 
fans, which I think they will enjoy entirely.
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THE GROW IRC PILE
'fanzine reviews '

1, LES SPINGE #15—Darrol Pardo , 38 Perrins Lane, Stourbridge, ’fores, ENGLAND. 
Containing assorted features by John Berry, Geoff Winterman & Pete Weston, 

and a short story bringing to light some interesting facets cf Sherlock Holmos(by Ken 
Cheslin), this is one of the tetter oxamp'es of foreign fanzines. Although bery in
teresting reading, the contents are not strictly of a fannish nature. I liked it, 
even though. So will you.

2. HIPPO CAIPELEPZANTOCAiELOS #3—Fred Hollander, 1032 Kagawa St, Pacific 
Palisades, Calif, 90272.

Available quarterly for contrlbs, LoCs, Trades, or 25^ at the above addresr 
or at Lloyd Houso, Cal Tech, Pasodena, Calif, 911O9(during the school year). Among 
the more unusual features of Hippo =f3 is 811 article titled "How To Make Your Own NFO.' 
In another feature, Tom Digby introduces that great boon to fandom known as "The 
FanOmatic Steam Mimeo." The editor shows in these and the remainder cf his zine that 
he possesses an excellent sense of humor. This is one item which is sadly lacking in 
many fanzines, quite probably including my own.

3, HIPPO**** #4—Fred Hollana er, again.
In this issue, Tom Dogby doscribes still another fantastic, fannish fab

rication, the FanOmatic Steam-Roller Ditto, a device which is perfect for anyone ^10 
wants to publish a 900 pago farzino. As far as I’m concerned, the only problems are 
that it won’t fit in my driveway, and I can’t stand purple prose, so I’ll wait until 
the mimeo version comes out. Tom also contributes a st :ry of. "The World of Not-A", 
which we are informed is 0le of a series which have heon appearing in Apa L. In add
ition, there i& the usual assortment of editorials, fanzine reviews, LoG*s, and a fow 
other articles. Th cover is a drawing of the mythical beast that so graciously 
gives its name to this zine. Tory good.

4. The ANIMATION JOURNAL—Bill Schrock, 103 N. Rufus St, Now Haven, Ind,46774, 
or Steve Tows ley, 1222 Scots Lane, New Haven, Ind.

Published quarterly, as an activity _f Amateur Animator’s Club of America, 
available at 45^ or $l/yr. Let all fans be warned. This is not an SF fanzine. It 
deals solely with animated movies. As such, it contains discussions on the techniauet 
and history of animation, hints for amateurs in the field, notes on present, past and 
future efforts in the filed, and various other gems. Thoroughly interesting to anyone 
who na a similar interest, but to anyone elso, forget it, I do have an interest in 
this, as in almost everything else, even though I am not planning anything in thl 
nature in the near future.
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5. THE LONG SWORD #3—Richard C Spargur, 2053 Ridgebury Dr, Kettering, Ohtoy — 
4^440. This is the July 66 issue.

Published Semi-annually, it is avaJlable for 35^(3/31).^Jevoted to the 
works of Edgar Rice Burroughs and other authors of imaginative literature," this 
issue contains a review of Tarzan and the Valley of Gold, an article about ERB’S book, 
"The Bandit of Hell’s Bend(plus a song from the story put to music)," a comparison of 
ERB and Isaac Asimov, as examples of two opposite modes of SF writing, and article on 
Ian Fleming and his private money mint, James Pond, and a reivew of the Tolkien books. 
Good reading for S&S fans, but it's no AT RA.

6. AGOL #11—Andy Pnrtor, 24 E. 82nd St, Now York, NY, 10028.
There are quite a few interesting items in this issue, including an article 

by Stephen Pickering, with a companion piece in which Tod White tears it all to pieces 
There is also a reprint of an 8-year old item by Kent Moomaw, a person of whom I've 
never heard, and some "Notes Toward A Motif Index", by Milt Stovens, something which 
could be very useful if more fully developed, and then put to use. This issue has 2 
rxcollent covers, but some of the interior illos leavo something to bo desired. I 
would like to take issue with the review of my zine Z #6. Andy says it is a "poor 
apazine, mostly written by tho editor, not worth 25#" Zingaro is not an apazino, only 
about 4o of almost 300 copies go to N'APA. I write most of the material because of a 
lack of outside contributors. And, finally, a zine is worth what people are willing 
to pay for it, like anything else. This issue of Zingaro, for instance, sh old be 
worth much more than the nominal price of 45#. I have estimated that each of the 300 
conies of Z#9 will cost 37#i and I am nt counting anything for labor. Since I onlysc 
about 4o or 50 copies at most, I lose money like ’-rater. But I think it's worth the 
price. But getting back to AGOL, I think that a finzu.no which reviews books should 
review books that ere generally available for other fans. It is very annoying to see 
a review of a book that sounds as if I would like it, but is impossible to find. All 
in all, I was pleased with the material contained herein, except for the minor annoy
ances mentioned.

7. ERGO SUM #41—Tricon Issue---Paul Wyszkowski, Box 3372, Ottawa 3» Ontario, 
CANADA. Available approximately quarterly, free t anyone interested, for trades, 
LoCs or cohtribs. Containing several "Essays", a few poems, and a miscellaneous 
column of editorial remarks and fanzine reviews. Very pleasant reading, but nothing 
exceptional.

8. BAT FAN #1—Michael Sesic, 9861 Hibiscus Dr, Garden Grove, Calif, 92641.
I have seen so many excellent fanzines lately that it was getting kind of 

monotonous saying noting but "Good", "excellend", "Great", etc. It is almost a plea
sure to see this little item, and to be able to say that it is rotton, miserable, 
poor, horrible, and a few others. To too off the lack of interesting material, it 
is dittoed, very lightly. The editor includes a pego for comments on possible im
provements. The only possible one is "Stop Publishing."

9. I pALANTIR #4—Bruce Pelz, Box 100, 308 Westwood Plaze, Los Angeles, Calif, 
90024. Irregular, 25# ea(British fans send 1/9 to Ken Chcslin, 18, New Farm Rd, 
Stourbridge, Worcs, ENGLAND)

This is the official publication of The Fellowship of tho Ring, an organ
ization which, naturally, is devoted to the works of JRR Tolkien. It contains notes 
on the future of T^lkion fandom, a cartoon version of Ch 5» Book II of Tho Fellowship 
of the Ring, done by Richard Glass, with an explanation by the artist, an article 
about Tolkien, and a "musical" based on the trilogy. You’ll like it, if you're a 
Tolkien fan.
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10. TWILIGHT ZINE £19—Cory Seidman, 56 Linneean St, Cambridge, Maes, 02138.
Available for 25^, contribs or LoCs, this little gem purports to be some 

sort of official Journal for MUSI'S. This is a fannish fanzine, and is Just f J.1 of 
humor of various sorts. It is a confused mess, but makes good reading. I vi 1 say 
that it suffers from too many interlineations.

11. THE PULP ERA—Lynn Hickman, 413 Ottokee St, Wauseon, Ohio, 43567.
This is issue #64, July 66, and is available for 35^(5/$L50 or 10/$2.75)» 

and publisncd bimonthly. TPE contains all the latest nows about the pulps that were 
so popular 30 or so years ago. Excellent source for those with plenty of nostalgia, 
interesting reading even for those without it. Among the features are reviews of the 
pulp reissues being published by Corinth, part 2 of an index to ARGOSY and ALL-STORY 
Magazines, and an art folio by Jim Cawthorn, which illustrates Anderson's "Plight to 
Forever." Either of the last two make thish worth the price, both of them together 
almost make it a must. One thing I have to say about TPE, it is the most readable 
fanzine I have seen lately. I enjoy every issue of it.

12. HABAKKUK—Sill Donaho, P0 Sox 1284, Berkeley, Calif, 94-701.
Published quarterly, available thru FAPA and OMPA, also for trade LoC, etc. 

A Fannish fanzine, rather than an SF fanzine, thish contains Vestercon reports, and 
come comments on current trends in SI1, which were fascination themselves. There is 
some good (and therwise) fannish art, and excellent repro. It’s interesting to note 
that Bill thinks that SF Fandom has degenerated until it is more of a Fannish than a 
SF Fandom, because of the dissatisfactu n of fans with tne output of SF. I like this.

13. STUPEFYING STORIES £77—Bick Enoy, 65OO Fort Hunt Rd, Alexandria, Va, 22307.
This issue features two articles, one by Harry Varner on the subject of 

nld wives tales of the operatic world, and the other a rambling article on population 
control. There are also a few comments included. If you want a different fanzine, 
try this one. •

14. A.IRA #42—Published by Deck Eney, available for 35<# or 8/$2, address; AMRA, 
Box 9120, Chicago, Ill, 60690.

As usual, the illos in this issue are great. Devoted to S&S, ARA heroin 
features notes on the origins of John Carter, reviews of the Burroughs offshoots by 
Edward Bradbury, Lin Carter and others, a review of tho new movie "Tarzan and the 
Valloy of Gold”, and other littlo gems, including some notes on 3 books by an author 
I have never heard of. One of the best fanzines around. In fact, I like it so much, 
I even renewed the sub that I had allowed to lapes. Does anyone have tack issuos of 
ATA for trade or sale?

15. MIRAGE t"8, June 66—Jack Chalker, 5U1 Liberty Heights Ave, Baltimore, Md, 
21207- Irregular, 3/$l» The main features of thish are a chronology of Clark Ashton 
Smith, which gives all of his works, together with their publication dates, and a 
checklist of Avon Fantsay Render, which also gives a few title-changes involved. Very 
useful for the complotlst. In addition, there are a pair of short stories, a Love
craft reprint article, and a lettercol complete the issue, along with a pretty wild 
cover by Prosser. Another on- of those better-grado fanzines which seom to have boon 
mo-’e prevalent than usual in my mailbox of late. Maybe this is an indication of an 
improvement in ZINGARO?

16. LUNA #5, 1966—Franklin M Diotz Jr, 1750 dalton Ave, Bronx 53 FY, 
Published quarterly, 15^ or 4/50^. Conatine an excellent cover, and, as 

usual, reprints of speeches from pest SF conventions, national and/or local. This is 
a type of fannish history that is usually neglected, and.makes good reading. Buy it.
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The le ttercol is the only part worth reading.

17 YANDRO #162—Robert Coulson, Rte 
3, Hartford City, Ind, lt73^S« •• 

Published Monthly, available for 
35^ or 2/0, U issues for ^1.25 or 
7/0, 12 for $3. or 18/0. Featured 
in thish are an article by Ted 
White, a Checklist of Hugo Winners, 
by Ben Jason, some notes by Mike 
Viggiano on "Muhammad Speaks", and 
the usual assorted reviews and a 
lettercol that is the high point 
of the issue. The usual selection 
of good artwork is also hear. As 
good as usual, but a bit smaller 
than usual, also.

IS. YANDRO #163—still Buck Coulson. 
Aside from letters, book and fanzir. 
reviews, and a selection of art
work, there are editorials, a few 
poems, and an article by Ben Solon, 

this time. The cover is good, though.

19. YAHIRO #16h. I’m getting a bit disappointed lately. Yandro seems to be 
deteriorating lately. The same excellent le ttercol, and covers, and a few good illos, 
and even the editorials have some good points, but the articles don’t seem nearly as 
interesting as they used to. Still worth the purchase price, though. It could be 
that this is just a slight hiatus, caused by preparation for, and recovery from, the 
WORLDCON.

..... ..............................................................................................................

by BRIAN BURLEY

The land is full of monsters
Two legs and many feet
The air is shaken by their growls 
The ground rebounds their beat.

They are our lords and masters 
Wo live with gloom and hate;
In spite of sometimes xindness, 
We can’t accept such fate.

They humble us with insults;
The shame that fills our lives;
For when they sv’ear, they say the name 
Of our sweet and loving wives.

We wish we had a weapon
To chase away this foe:
With all these monster humans here, 
A dog's life is one cf woe.



by Lyle Gaul ding

"This fellow stepped out into the middle of his field, with his wife and children 
watching from one side, and a doctor and another local citizen watching from the other, 

■ and in the middle of an open field, in the unobstructed view of at least five people, 
he vanished into thin air." Kennesson squirmed excitedly in his chair and waved the 
ash off his cigarette.

• I shifted uncomfortably. This was common stuff to anyone familiar with the books 
of Charles Fort, or the Fortian UFO books that came out during the flying saucer craze.

"And there was the case," continued Kennesson, "of a drunken logger in Canada who 
was seen walking down a road. He went around a bend and then he yelled, ’Damn you, let 
go of me.’ When people went to see what had happened, he was gone without a trace. 
And there was the case of a young man who..."

"Yes," I said, "and wasn’t there an English diplomat around ]8]0 who stopped his 
coach at an inn, walken around the horses and... poof!"

He responded eagerly, "Yes, Benjamin Batlihurst, a classic case. And do you know 
what's responsible for all this?"

"Of course," I said, "everybody does."
"They do?" He locked naively surprised.
"Sure, flying saucers. Miere have you been?"
He grinned and relaxed. "Oh, that UFO nonsense. No, what I’m talking about has 

nothing to do with that. I have discovered the true cause of these disappearances I’ve 
been telling you about." He took a long drag on his cigarette, leaned back, and blew 
a thin stream of smoke toward the ceiling.

"Beasts," he said.
"Beasts?"
"Creatures, invisible predators," he said snugly.
"Like Bierce"s ’Damned Thing’" I said.
Kennesson looked thoughtful, "I believe Bierce’s monster was an invisible saber

tooth or some such," he said. "These creatures are winged. I call them Harpies." 
Kennesson stubbed out his cigazette and sat back with his arms folded, looking smug.

I don’t know what my expression was, but it was probably stunned; after all, this 
nitwit was propounding an outrageous, nonsensical, silly explanation for events that 

. were probably fakes or lies anyway.
I collected my wits and said, "Don’t you think this is a little ridiculous? I 

prefer flying saucers, myself, that theory isn’t as wild as yours."
, He looked mildly surprised, "Oh, did you think this was one of those ’made from 

the whole cloth' theories, like that UFO business? NO, no, Jimmy old man, nothing like 
that."

Kennesson bad brought with him a wrapped parcel and a sheaf of typewritten papers 
which he had refered to occasionally while telling those accounts. Now he leafed 
through the papers until he found a specific page. "Yes," lie said, " here it is. 
Harpies, chi the average are about sixty feet long with a ninety foot wing spread. They 
have long reptilian tails, but the wings appear to be feathered. There are tio arm or 
claw-like appendages that project in front of the wrings. The head is quite long, and 
the mouth is not like that of a bird. Harpies are totally transparent to visible light
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and to radar, but they absorb about twenty-five lercent of a single frequency of the 
near ultra-violet.'1

"How the devil do you know all t’ds?” I said. “'That...”
"As I rewarded,Kennesson interrupted coolly, "the Harpies absorb a single fre

quency in tte near ultra-violet. This trequoncy diffuses fro- tie sky with blue light; 
therefore tae harpies show Up as shadows on sky ntetographs taken in this frequency.”

"But how did you find out about it?” T exclaimed.
His expression became snug to tae >oint of imbecility. "About a year ago, I 

started acing some experiments with diff enet bands of light. I seem to mve been the 
first experimenter to take photographs in this particular frequency, under the right 
conditions." He rifled tkrepgh Jus papers and brought out two 8" x 10” "lossy prints. 
The first stowed an unidentifiable city slyline »dth a strange winged shape about half 
an inch. long above one of the skyscrapers. The other photo ,jas a blowuo of the square ' 
inch containing tJic winged shape. Tlie picture Was very indistinct, but I could make 
out most of the features Kennesson ted mentioned. I could see cne oddly shaped head, 
tte reptilian tail, the haw’klike wings, and tne two clavlike appendages, which could ' 
teve teen extra limbs, sprouting beneath the wings, or extremely long, birdlike legs 
folded under the tody.

I still was not convinced. "Iwl', " said, a little desperately, "admitting, for 
the sake of argument, that it is physically nossible for these things to be invisible, 
tow can the prey become invisible the moment the Harpy ~rabs it?"

"I have no idea," said Kennesson, "but it happens."
"If these things eat peonle... v®ll, they can’t catch many, or we would tear about 

it, more than those few freak cases you re'd about, anpvay.”
"You can tear about it, old man. You can always find police statistics listing 

thousands of unsolved disappearances in the United States every year." Kennesson 
was leafing through his manors again. "And T have good reason to belxeve tnat between 
one-telf and two-thirus are due to Hanies. Other countries have the sane situation, 
too." he added.

Feeling that I was about to score a point for reason, I said, "Veil, don’t you 
think that several thousand people disappearing into thin air would attract a little 
attention?"

"Ah," said Kennesson, "that’s another feature of my concept. The cases I read to 
you arc just what you called them, freaks. In tlie vast majority of cases, just snort 
of one hundred percent, the Harpy seer,is to have unerring knowledge of whether the 
victim is observed or not." •

"But tew?" I asked. "I wouldn’t thank just observing from above would be enough, 
that is, assuming that Harnies can see."

"I don’t knoN whether they can see or not," he answered. "They must have some 
sense of the sort. But whether or not, py cteory is that ttey are aware, to some de
gree, of tte concents of tte minds near then, that ttey arc mind readers.' 1

"Now aon’t you think you are going a bit for? You’re pullin'-, things out of tte 
air 'nth no real evidence/' I still d In’t eclieve it, and eve“y added madness race 
me more angry.

"Really, Jimmy, I have evidence. Just a moment." He was looking through those 
papers again.

'"'ever mind that," I said heatedly. "It doesn’t matter whether you can convince 
ne. Can you convince anyone else? Ho you ha^'e any corroboration? Those photos are 
useless; anyone could fake pictures like that."

"How Jiunry," Kcanesson said, "don’t get excilpd. You’re quite right, corrobora
tion is exactly what I need, and that, as a matter of fact, is exactly what I’m in 
Beaumont for,”

"Oh yes?" I said.
"Yes. I have an anointment with Dr. Henry, in the Physics denr rtment of tte



EHEFDOM, AMERICAN SOCIETY, AND THE SCIENCE FICTIONEER

by

Steuhen E. Pickering

Rry Bradbury has said that humanity builds "tensions towards laughter 
then give permission, and laughter comes. We build tensions toward sorro’ 
and at last say cry, and hope to see our audience in tears. We build 
tensions toward violence, light the fuse, and run. We build the strange 

• tensions of love, where so many of the other tensions mix to be modified 
and transcended, and allow the fruition in the mind of the audience. We 
build tensions, especially today, toward sickness and, then, if we are 

’ good enough, observant enough, allow our audiences to be sick." What Mr, 
Bradbury is essentially describing(in The Writer. Nov 1965) is the diff
icult task of the science fiction writer, tne task to work with ideas and 
ideals, coerce them into solidified shapes, and then burst them forth 
with renewed vigor. Many prodigiously complex responsibilities, thus 
sustained for the intrinsically skilled science fiction writer, provide 
one with not only acumen into sociological undercurrents, but corients 
of philosophic thought as well. And of these concretized shapes of 
thought is the idea of fjreedomi From it, emanates such questions as to 
the extent in which freedom is possible, per se, in a particular culture, 
the restrictions which have been, placed cn the ideas and practical 
applications of freedon, et al.

However, in considering the idea of "freedom," the problems of def
initions, of semantics, becomes important. What one culture may accept 
as irrevocable absolutes, another may produce precarious misinterpreta
tions. Hence, "freedom", because of social variables, is an ambiguous 
concept. On the other hand, "culture" or "society" both are fairly 
analogous, and one’s definitions are not likely to be amiss. Robert 
Heinlein’s Starship ":oopcrs presented the ideas of a society in which 
one who has served in the military would be given political mobility; tha 
is, one could vote, and, one is "free." And, according to Hegel, "true 
freedom" is analogous to one's quasi-right to obey the "moral law," or, 
more specifically, an Instituted police force. The police, in turn, obey 
their superiors, but these esoteric individuals are presumably not sub
ordinant to any one power, their restrictions are not readily ascert
ainable.

The State, following Hegel’s reasoning, is therefore impeccable, 
but this idea is not applicable to convenrional views of democracy-in
theory , in which the police and the politician realizes that approximate! 
one-naif of the population is suspicious of their movements. Conversely, 
this produces a transposing practical, psychological motivation ano man
ipulation in politics to an abstraction of the ideas of "freedom", so as 
to appease any near-intelligent citizen. Freedom, according to Heinlein, 
is a lack cf obstacles in the realization of rational desires, and is 
increased by a maximization of cower, or by minimizing actual wants. To 
pose an example: A man may be stranded on a lifeless island, and slowly 
dies of heat. However, under our definitions, the individual is exper
iencing "perfect freedom"--the heat alters his desires, and prevents him 
from tackling the impossible by swimming a shark-infested channel to the 



mainland. On a cdhplex scale, a civilization may have no physical straigh4 
jackets, such as heat and fierce sharks, but it more often than not has 
a self-imposed mental restriction.

The necessities for Freedom, as Heinlein is postulating in Starship 
Troopers. or as Asimov extrapolated in Pebble in the Sky. are those of 
psyeno-dynamics. Human nature is analogous to a particular trend in 1 
politics, and external circumstances, on a large scale, are adapted to the 
political theory. Circumstances, thus, modify psychological orientation, 
creating mutual interaction between members of a given culture; in short, 
harmony. Alterations of the environment yield unhappiness, although the 
culture may simultaneously produce freedom for the members. In examining 
concents of Freedom presently utilized in science fiction, too, one must 
consider the variables in freedom and changing environments. A new en
vironment may very well produce satisfactions to old desires, but can 
likewise create unsatisfiable new ones. The Industrial Revolution, for 
axample, created the paradoxes of the aforementioned case, which manifests 
themselves in a highly mechanized world. New wants were produced, whether 
naterial or subconscious.

However, the necessities are evolved from fundamental needs common 
to all societies. These are fo^d, drink, health, clothing, housing, sex, 
ind parenthood. Any absence or partial presense of these may produce a 
oare minimization of freedom; an alteration will only sustain an incom
plete form of freedom. Isaac Asimov, in Pebble in the Sky (Doubleday, 
1950), has been one of the few science fiction writers to utilize a dem
ocratic republic for a galactic government, feeling hat society is a 
jroup of persons of compatible personalities or intelligence, who could 
so-operate for common purposes. However, as he showed, democracy may 
produce the propensities of radical change, but human nature would remain 
essentially the same.

The characteristics of the newer society would be in the family, and, 
more importantly, in economic social groups. The main motives for war in 
economics are social cohesions. On a sexual level, in the same sphere, 
sexual feelings would give satisfaction to a small group, but to a larger 
organization, the results would be disastrous.

The main obstacles to "freedom," one could safely say, are obstacles 
in the physical and social sense; this would be caused by the intrinsic 
nature of psychological dynamics, and a group being guilty of ignoring its 
undercurrents and changes. On our own planet, the Earth does not grow 
enough food for the masses, and in some societies, the sheer number of 
the population may prevent one from acquiring even one meal a day. Thus, 
in this case, society is the physical obstacle to freedom, and creating 
a matrix of social dilemmas. The effect, therefore, is one of society on 
one’s desires, and such collocations, while seemingly transitory, have 
often proved the death of primitive cultures. Bees and ants react spon
taneously to "social duties," much in the same way that the people of 
Robert Heinlein’s society did in Starship Troopers, or Space Cadet, al
though the society may be propitious to good organization. Some ideal 
societies on a human level, such as those of Bellamy or Butler, present 
individuals who co-operate without loss of freedom. However, in reality, 
the individual in a society of science-fiction machineries is less social 
in his developed instincts than the so-called "savage." The effect of 
society on him has been external, as well as psychological. And this is 
a prime consideration of the problems of freedom to the fan.



"Freedom," as we have seen, requires some form of social organize-* 
tion, and the gregariousness of many groups may often eradicate the 
thoughts of ’’loss of freedom” with those who are absorbed into the groups. 
However, the individual of any higher intelligence above the accepted 
average is less satisfied with society, and, conversely, in more need of 
some form of cultural acceptance, a way to bypass the anti-intellectualisn 
and be productive. A fan needs not only acceptance of the culture, but, 
if he is to sustain any form of sanity, acceptance by some part of his 
culture; when the fan acquires more points for cultural acceptance, hia 
psychological potivat:'ons may prove different than from those of, for ex
ample. the outcast. In the turbulence a harsh, often hysterical world, 
anti-intellectualism is the fan’s worst enemy. Thinking requires that on, 
question, and, in producing queries, answer; tnis may cause one to indulc 
in self-analysis, more often than not creative, it is often the cause foz 
insecurity and the blind faith of willful ignorance among many cultures. 
The fan, in speculating, in thinking, in questioning, faces the dangerous 
psychological shock of losing social acceptance; it is our responsibility 
as fans, to create a newer society.

Social co-operation, also, is directly related to the rational under 
standing of advantages--that is. the utilization of some facet of the 
"herd" instinct. And, in the herd society’s growing complexity, the need 
for •'ntellectual and physical freedom shows accruance. The eventual ini 
crease of a government’s power, due to the evolution of its society, may 
either lessen or increase the obstacles to one’s freedom. In considering 
the aspects of freedom in the life of the fan, one should recognize the 
implacability of the government, and it is the difficult trends of polit
ical science which render the extrapolations of Mack Reynolds, Poul 
Anderson, and Robert A. Heinlein so important. They have shown that 
incompatibility of men’s desires may lead to anarchy--freedom for the 
technologically powerful, but slavery for all others of a faciliated 
p litico-economic position.

A government exists in an organization, have seen, of large masses 
Without it, with the present cultural trends, the rigidity Gcarge Orwell 
conce_ved of for a future England would rule; a decadence of all facets 
of human existence. The problem is bow to use the advantages given by a 
government, with the smallest amount of interference with freedom. 
Theoretically, as in the culture at the end of A Canticle for Leibowitz 
(Lippincott, 1959), a balance would exist between social and physical 
freedoms. Until such a state manifests itself, however, one is faced wit: 
the problem of how much power one should give to the government(or visa 
versa, however the case may be), in order to provide more food, medicine, 
and workable economy for this planet's growing masses.

Solutions may appear simple in theory, and it may take the sharp 
acumen of a writer to show the impracticality of a given solution advance< 
by he who lacks understanding or adequate knowledge. If the government 
is to have food, at anothers expense, is this "freedom?" Would a person 
submit to pressure or lack of material goods, so as to give happiness to 
another? I think not. There is a clash here between Socialism and Capital 

Under Capitalism, the fortunate should be restrained in the exercise 
of tyranny over others. While contradictory to one’s orientation, at 
first glance, the possibile truth of the statement may be seen after some 
contemplation. In the laissez-faire Liberalism of the 1920s, many in
dividuals based their philosophy upon the aforementioned postulate. They
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prevented murder, stifled any armed rebellions, particularly with the 
minorities, and opposed the trade unionism. In turn, the same philosophy 
justified tyranny of husbands, although it mitigated the cruelty to child
ren in factories, etc. And the fan is faced with the "rights of societ’'" 
in conflict with the idealistic "rights of the individual," both of which 
are purely abstract. Does a society have a "right" to interfere with the 
intellectual productiveness of an individual for the sake of the community 
Under what circumstances? Universal needs, such as those we have men
tioned, are necessary for biological survival, for tne living descendants 
of ourselves. These are necessities; ideals are luxuries of the contentet 
Under theoretical circumstances, one person should give up luxuries so as 
to give another individual the necessities. (While it may not be polit
ically expedient, some fans may assume, it is economically feasible, at 
the moment. To deprive one of freedom is a prodigous interference, but 
is more important than depriving one of trivial luxuries.)

Sex and parenthood, and the^r individual values, vary from culture 
to culture. Christianity has condoned many acts which are harmful to 
one’s sex development, due often to ambiguous, archaic tradition. Ascet
icism of one age may prove pernicious to the citizens of another, and_the 
abstract "right" of a community to secure biological ne£e§sitTeT’'by-in
terfering with members cf another culture, may prove prevalent. To the 
rational individual, cf course, society has no "right" to interfere with 
knowledge, whether it be in the form of opinions or scientific fact, or 
mystical religions. One should hold and express any logical opinion 
(emotional invectives prove nothing), but society should not create 
ethical cr moral blocks to their expression, whether through imprisonment 
of those who have the opinions, cr through death. And psycho-analysis 
has shown that creative, repressed knowledge may be brought out by making 
one aware of one’s repressing.

We have considered social effects upon freedom, but there are, like
wise, psychological considerations as well, which may produce the social 
and physical obstacles. A child may rebel against parental rule: he will 
attempt action until ascertaining its feasible disadvantages. And the 
parent has only himself to blame for any misfortune. Society, however, 
may assign misfortunes to natural causes: conventionally, one is let to 
believe, resentment is created by opposition, and must attribute human« 
not social causes.. For example, the increase in the price of foods pro
duces discontent among the home consumer. The reasons, the housewife may 
present, are due to bad harves+s, the government, or profiteers in the 
food company.

There is a prevalency of belief in human omnipotence. "No social 
problem is nonobviatable." is the philosophy of the belief’s more avant- 
garde set. Thus, we have Socialism; poverty, it says correctly, is the 
result of human folly and cruul irrationalism; tyrants are led into powei 
by apathy by a population steeped in provin’ ialisrn, etc, etc. Socialism, 
such as that suppoited by Bertrand Russell, is not agreeable to American 
fundumentalists who equate knowledge with a devastating, "ungodly" attack 
against their "truths" in religion; they refuse to admit .thaX-peppUe make 
international blunders because of ignorance. And, as we can see(again 
referring to Heinlein’s S’ th Column, Gnome Press, 1949), the religious 
society may be harder to govern than the freethinking society. Any in
terference with freedom in the former society is difficult to justify, 
and cannot be disguised as immutable laws.
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Cther factors are resented y those who find their freedom limited in 
any way. People do not desire the welfare of others; they do not wish to 
have to help others through times of financial or physical hardship. Be
cause of this many may not know of wnat ’’welfare" actually consists, and 
those who are in need of it may not know there are those aware of their 
plight. A general desire for good of any person is often a revealing of 
needs. The results are the same: people may do harm from ignorance or 
malevolence. However, a person cannot really be trusted with the welfare 
of others. And this is the basis for democracy.

Democracy, such as that envisioned by the Greeks, and successfully 
sutilized in America until the aavent of the Industrial Revolution(and, 
with a growing complexity of a machine-vs-man culture. Socialism in terms 
of that used in England, is now actually the philosophy of freethinkers 

’in politics, however idealism may disagree), works through officials, or 
directly through the population, and their offices may be somewhat eso
teric from lives controlled. For example, in education, teachers of high 
skille for all age groups discern and understand basic psychology, which 
often motivates the student(the problems of gifted children, withstanding) 
Controlling officials on the boards of education, however, may oossess 
irrational, non-scientific opinions, which cannot be experimentally ver
ified. Students, particularly on the elementary school and nursery level, 
are "nasty little brats." Therefore, any interference with a teacher's 
methods of constructive help of a student, may create tremendous psycho
logical harm.

Power lies with those, the fan can now see, who control economy and 
education, and these individuals can prove malevolent and ignorant. The 
less power they hold, the better.

A second factor, along with democracy, is compulsi?>h. Compulsion is 
particularly strong when one must give moral assent. A child must be unde 
some sort of developing authority; the child may possess realization of 
this, but may revel against as a matter of testing one’s own limits. 
Authorite, too, may be fond of children--and psychologists have shown that 
phildren do not resent a kind type of firm authority. Education author
ities, however, do not often possess this merit(despite many expressions 
of iRealism), as in contrast to the many teachers who endeavor to be 
scientifically humanistic in their approach to children.

"Patriotism," as it usually is meant, is the willingness to kill or 
be killed for one’s country, even if the reasons for such a self-sacrifice 
are somewhat banal. Therefore, authority, if in the hands of well-meanmc 

, people, and acting rationally, would be relatively harmless, but there is 
no known method of insuring that those in authority would be"well-meaning. 
And compulsions are thus worse if the belief produced is particularly 

, harmful to oneself or to society. Questions in child education, I think, 
are not those of "freedom," but those of principle. If one religion 
forces another to eat its "sacred" animals, ana children are involved, 
the question is between parent and state.

Approaching the matter of freedom from another viewpoint, is the 
distinction between items held at the expense of another, and those gains 
not at the expense of another. It refers back to the matter of neeessitie 
and luxuries: if one puts too much personal emphasis upon a given object, 
in theory one is placing restrict'ons upon another person who may wish to 
share the opportunities equally. In the area of necessities taking •' 
preference over luxuries, any disagreement is somewhat plebian: again, 



only the contented, complain about giving some of their luxuries up so as 
to form necessities for another person. Cn the other hand, intellectual 
possessions can never be eradicated by one individual and given to the 
other, and such governing principles of philosophy as democracy may not 
always apply. The stress of a fan’s criticisms of society should not be 
with economics or politics, but in the spheres of intellectualism; though’ 
creates questions and answering, as Heinlein did in Stranger in a Strange 
Land, and "free enterprise." But, with the dominant powers of an economic 
sphere gaining more influence, they endeavor to establish control over 
those minds "under" their spheres, such as Valentine Michael Smith en
countered. Accroding to Heinlein’s premise, then, "right thinking" and 
"right living" are signs of the decadent conformity of a non-productive 
society, a society which has entrapped itself.

Again, in concluding our discussions, it would do well to refer to 
Bradbury, who states("Ray Bradbury's Theater of Ideas," Tl.ej Writer, Nov
ember 1965) that "Ideas are on the march...ideas do not merely exist on 
paper, as philosophies in £ooks do. Today's ideas are blueprinted, 
mocked up, eng_neered, electrified, wound tight, and set loose to rev men 
up or run men down." And ideas in freedom are analogous to the item we 
mentioned: "Psychological dynamics." If a science fiction society of 
machineries could be created in which men did not want luxuries, freedom 
could exist.

The Harp ie s (Cont ’ d)
college. In this box, I have my u-v telescope. I’m going to give it to Henry, and tell 
him that it is useful for studying ice clouds in the stratosphere, which happens to be 
true. I’ll let him discover a Harpy and, when he asks if I’ve ever seen anything like 
it, I'll drop this," he waved his papers, "in his lap."

"Then what?" I asked.
"Then," he gleefully replied, "we get other scientists to see them and, eventually 

we get Haroies scientifically accepted,"
"And then?"
"Well, Harpies obviously constitute a public menace of considerable magnitude, so 

using ultra-violet absorption as a basis, we should establish Harpy detecting apparatus, 
anti-harpy guns, flame throwers, and the like; and in time..." he glanced at his watch- 
"That reminds me, I just have time to catch a bus and get over to the college in time 
for my appointment with Dr. Henry." He picked up his box and walked to the door.
" "I’ll be seeing you, Jimmy, " he said.

"Sure," I said, "drop by again before you go back home."
He opened the door. As he did, and unuleasent thought struck me. "Ken," I ex

claimed, "if Harpies can read minds, you...'' But the door closed and left me with my 
unfinished sentence hanging. It hung for about five seconds, and taen I heard a sort 
of cry that cut off short.

I tore open tlie door and dashed into the street. Down the wliole street there was 
no one in sight, on Kennessor, no cars, no bus. Nothing but a few scraps of paper, 
scattering in the wind; and, one the sidewalk, were the shredded fragments of a box, 
mingled with bits of crushed aluminum tuoing, broken lenses, and colored filters.
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There are lots of goodies this time, and I really don’t know where to startler 
where to finish. I am retyping this column for ths 3rd time.) Probably the best place 
is with the first movie of interest, which was previewed at tho Worldcon, namely, 

f
FANTASTIC VOYAGE

This movie from 20th Century Fox studios in in Technicolor and Cinemascope, and 
stars Stephen Boyd, Raquel Welch, Edmond O’Brien, Donald Pleasencs, was produced by 
Saul David, directed by Richard Fleischer, and, it says here, the screenplay is by 
Harry Kleiner, adapted by David Duncan. You may also remember the story in SatEveP, 
by Ike Asimov, which was a shorter version of the story. This is an excellent movie, 
with some of the most fascinating sets and special effects that I have over seen. 
The fact that there were a few errors in those effects detracted little from the en
joyment of the movie. Like any good mystery, there was constant suspense, until the 
very end. This was one of the highlights of the Worldcon, and I have now seen it 3 
times, and still like it.

One of the main reasons why this column was redone was the eminent release of 
Arch Oboler’s new movie THE BUBBLE. Written, directed and produced by Arch Oboler, 
this is billed as the first movie ever made in"U-D Space-Vision" and living color, s 
process which was supnosed to have taken 10 years tn develop.

Starring Wichael Cole, Johnny Desmond, and Deborah Walley, this, movie concerns 
a young couple who are being flown through a severe thunderstorm in a light plane, 
rushing to land and find a hospital before the wife has her baby. The pilot lands at 
what he thinks is an airport, but turns out to be a street. After finding the local 
hospital, our friends settle down for the night. In the morning, they find themselves 
in a peculiar place that looks like a wierd movie set(what else, in a movie?), with 
odd buildings, statues, and other items, including people, looking as if they had been 
thrown together by some random selection. The people act like zombies, and most of 
them refuse to say anything, but just keep repeating the same actions over and over 
again. Our hero finds a strange rock, with a chair inside it, and when the pilot 
goes in and sits down, he gets some kind of shock treatment. After discovering a 
kind .f glassy wall around th° whole area, and seeing several people snatched into 
the sky by the mysterious creature(s?) who created the dome, our hero decides to try 
and dig his way out under the edge and escape. Just after he has finished his tunnil, 
the doctor(who is one of the two townspeople that show some signs of autonomy, comes 
and tells him that the aliens have stopped the source of the sustenance that they 
have been providing in 11gu of normal food. When they return to town, they discover 
that the dome has lifted. End of movie.

Prom the above synopsis, you can see that this movie suffers from an insipid plot. 
This is not the only problem it has. Though this new process is very similar to the 
•Id 3-D process of 10 years ago, it doesn’t have the problem of everything seeming 
flat, but standing out from the background. When objects are in perspective, you 
can see the edges appear rounded, instead of tho sham cutoff of the older 3-0 films. 
Th' 3-0 offoct is still a bit exaggerated in th? foreground, and minimized in back
ground shots, but is more realistic than the older films. There are plenty of objects
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that float in midair to demonstrate the remarkable effects possible, and 
while they do this, they also provide the only funny parts of the whole 
movie(which is supposed to be susrenaful, instead of funnv), because.the 
strings holding them up are clearly visible.

This movie, besides its insipiJ piot, has matching dialogue and 
characterizations. Besides thi~, they ’ ie in the ads when they say that 
the glasses used are more comfortable than those used with the older 3-D 
process. They aren’t. They have a ter., sney to fall off when worn over 
your own glasses, and you must keep your head horizontal, or you see 
ghosts. Even so, in spots there are persistant ghosts that show up, one 
for each eye(that is, a ghost on the left o.f the main image can be seen 
through the left eye anly, and one to the right by the right eye only), 
so that at times you can see 3 images of everything. There are also huge ’ 
numbers of imperfections in the film, which shew up as annoying flashes 
of light. I would only recommend this movie to someone who was either a 
particular fan of Arch Oboler, or someone who would be interested in the 
technical aspects of the process. I believe that the only difference is 
supposed to be that one of the tw» views is ohotographed thru a differ
ently oriented filter, but this makes little difference in the quality 
of the technical details, and none in the story quality.

FUTURE EVENTS
Upcoming an the serene in the very near future are "Space Odyssey-

2001", directed by Stanley Kubrick(who also gave us "Dr. Strangelove"), 
and a much-talked-about classic "Fahrenheit 451," from the stary by Ray 
Bradbury. This movie is directed 'y Francois Truffaut, whose first Eng
lish language film stars Julie Christie and Oskar Werner, and was shot in 
-ngland. I expect to like this film very much, when I see it this week, 
and will include some more notes at the end of this column. Meanwhile, it 
is time to switch to that little item known as

THE IDIOT POX
There were quite a few new SF-oriented series which started up this 

year on TV, and many of the older ones are either still running, or have 
been discarded by the networks, and are showing an local stations. Mere 
in Chicago, we get these reruns on WGN-TV, channel 9. Right now, we get 
MILIGHT ZONE 3 times a week, and we also get OUTER LIMITS, MY FaVORITE 
MARTIAN, that old favorite SPACE PATROL, and SF THEATER. After many year? 
they finally stopped shewing those Flash Gordon serials every Saturday. 
Among the new shows, we have some that have already hit the dust, or will 
in the near future. We also have seme that should stay around for a bit. 
Witness the following:

IT’S ABOUT TIME--CBS. 6:30 PM, Sunday, Starring Jack Mullaney and 
Frank Aletter as two astronauts whese space capsule exceeds the speed of 
light, thus landing them Lack in the strne age, this pregram also feature? 
Imogene Coca and Joe E. Ross. I wnuld like to call this show an idiotic 
melange of silly situations, and a moronic manhandling ef eutwern cliches, 
written by a five-year old mentality, but I wouldn’t want anyone to think 
that I am cemplimenting the show or it? producers.

STAR TREK--NBC, 7:30 PM Thursday, Starring William Shatner as Capt. 
Kirk, Leonard Nimoy as Mr. Spock, with DeForest Kelley and Grace Whitney, 
this show takes the efficers and crew of the USS Enterprise into one ad
venture after another as they travel the spacelanes. As previewed at the
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Worldcon, and viewed on TV, this is a superior show. It is the first continuing ,. 
Science Fiction oriented series on television that has stories comparable to those 
on TWILIGHT ZONE or OUTER LIMITS, tho difference ‘being that hore tho quality must be 
sustained for an entire series, instead of being in Individual episodes that are un
connected with each other. The only real flaw is the occasional cornball gag which 
manages to intrude into an otherwise ierlous script. This series presents real 
science-fiction, on a regular basis, in a manner which should bo acceptable to tho 
general public, as well as to the S? fan. The show is very much worth etching, in 
my opinion, and oven though the?-e was quite a bit of talk going around that it would 
be cancelled, it is still here, at least temporarily.

TIME TUNNEL—ABC, 7-8 PM, Friday. Starring Robert Colbert as Doug, Jones Darron 
as Tony, John Zaremba as Swain, Whit Bissoll as Kirk, and Lee Merriwether as Ann. 
Doug and Tony are a pair of young scientists who travel back and forth through time 
by moans of an experimental time-travol dovice, visiting various points of historical 
interest, just like a couple of tourists. Meanwhile, back at the ranch(otherwise 
known as "Project Tick-Tock," in tho yoar ig6g), their friends aro twisting dials 
like mad, trying to get them back to tho present, sinco the machine is in this rospect 
uncontrollable. It looks as if this show is a winner, Theme is a noticeable absence 
of idiotic ’'camp’’ dialogue, the sets for the lab cf "Project Tick-Tock" look as if 
they were designed by the same person who did tho sots for "Foi-blddon Planet", on one 
of his off days. In the range of past and future events, there is plenty of scope 
for adventure of a kind that is unprecodentod in a single continuing TV soriesx As 
with most attempts to bring SF to television, this show has some technical inconsis
tencies, but they are minor, and do not detract from one’s enjoyment(The main problem 
being why they have such good control over the pastward journej s cf every object, 
except the two heroes. But that is tho plot hook.).

TIFFIN—Friday, NBC, 6:30-7:30 Fli. Starring Ron Ely as Tarzan, and Manuel Pad
illa as Jai, this show should be just what all the Burroughs Bibliophiles were •'T^ays 
waiting for. Unfortunately, a few almost unforgivoablo liberties wore taken with far 
too much of the original Burroughs characters and plot, and this makes them possibly 
loss acceptable to a real Burroughs fan. Someone who is not acquainted with the real 
Tarzan won’t miss anything, and will probfbly like tho show, for there aro a few im- 
provemonts over the original plot structure, but thers is no real character to any of 
the people involved, who stand around like a bunch of dummies waiting for a straight 
line from a ventriloquist.

In addition to the above series shows, there were also a number of new cartoon 
shows which started off the season. Among them ^as a series which appeared on our 
local station hero in Chicago at 6*30 PM, and featured the Marvel Super-Heroes. Just 

■ what the comic fans would like to soe. Obviously, though, it wasn't very popular, 
because it was, at least here, one of tho mid—year casualites. Besides this, on Sat
urday morning, tho Kiddies corner of the TV world, you can seo SPACE GHOST, FRANKEN
STEIN JR, KING xxONG, SUPER 6, MIGHTY HEROES, THE IMPOSSTBT,ES, DINO BOY, and a cartoon 
version of the adventures of Suoei man (which brings in his whole family, in addition tc 
tho regular series, still being rerun here), plus a fow others, all new and idiotic.

The so-called "Second Season," when the networks remove all the clinkors which 
they foisted on us during the last 4 months, and replace them with the shows they 
thought in September weren’t good enough to bo shown, has finally arrived. With it 
arrived 3 new series with SF backgrounds. THE INVADERS, starring Roy Thinnos, is the 
story of a man who is present when a flying saucer containing a group of aliens, who 
look almost human, lands on Earth. Tho aliens start chasing our hero, making him a 
"Fugitive" from spacemen. In the first two weeks, little information has come out 
about them, other than their -nurposo being the usual one of tho taking over of Earth, 
which of course necessitates the goal of thoro not being any moro uncooperative 



humans being around, cluttering up the scenery, after they are done. I assume that 
anyone who continues to watch this program, which clutters up the ABC network stetinns 
at 7:30-8:30 PM on Tuesdays, will in time learn more abov.t them, as for me, I am al-— 
most glad I go to school on Tuesdays, and don’t have to wntch this at all. Then, we 
have a new double-throat. First, on monday nights at 7 PM, ABC attacks us with a 
thing called ME TEHEIFIO, about a man is given super powers by a secret pill that was 
sevolopod by a government agency. Our hero works in a gas station, and his powers 
last for a very short tire. The other item counterattacks from NBC, immediately after, 
at 7:30 PM. In this case, the hero works in the police crime lab, where he has de
veloped a liquid which gives him temporary super powers, .After watching both of 
these shows once, I can't decide whish of them is worse. Neither is worth watching 
more than once. At least TEE INVAUHP.S may be interesting to someone who likes to 
watch the show called THE FUGITIVE, which it much resembles, with it's hero always '
running away from tho aliens, who are trying to kill him to present him from telling 
the authorities nf their existence, but there others have no merit whatsoever. ,

Of course, wq still have BEWITCHED, LOST IN SPaCE, and VOYAGE TO THE BCmT0M OF 
THE SEA, which have lasted sinco last season, and are still going nretty strong. On 
tho other hand, THE ADDAMS FAMILY, and THE MUNSTEHS disappea-ed from the screen with
out a ripple. A new entry which is only occasionally SF is ABC Stage 67* The quality 
of this show is uneven, but it has presented quite a variety of S'51 and Fantasy, along 
with a selection of moro mundane fare. Among its efforts have been "The Poonlo Trap," 
"Evening primrose," a musical version of "The Cantorvillo Ghost," Olympus 7-0000," 
and I am sure there will be others in the future. I have heard that future TV adapt
ations will bo made of'The Picture of Dorian Grey(with Laurence Harvey), and "Frank- 
cnstein(with Jack Palance)," but I don’t know for what showc or when.

There is talk that next season ^11 bring a boon to tho old movie fans, a series 
titled "Tho Perils of Pauline, "j have also ^nrd that there ’-dll be a series based on 
the old "Hardy Boys" stories. I hope not. Probably the best of the new items is a 
series on CBS at 5 PM Sunday, titled "Tho Plst Century." Hosted by Walter Cronkite, 
this is not a SF series, but in each weekly program, it tries to show what a partic
ular facot~of the future will look like, showing current developments in the field, 
-jid projects that are being worked on for uso in the near future. The first program" 
showed developments in the c >mmunication Industry, such as tho vocal typewriter. Tho 
second in the series examined tho exploration and colonization of the Moon, and fea
tured as guests Dr Wchrner van Braun, and an eld friend of ours, Isaac Asimov. It 
looks as if this one’s a real winner.

It looks as if I'll never get a chance to see that Bradbury movie. My only 
chance, now that school has started, is on Saturlay, and I am going to spend ny next 
few Saturdays at the dentist, Tho other day, I was watching our local educational TV 
station, WTTW, channel 11, and I was amazed to see that tney were presenting a real 
old movie, titled "Tarzan of the Apos," starring Elmo Lincoln. This ono was so old, 
he didn't evon wear his touoec, If the usual suspicions I have were correct, it was * 
cut unmercifully, it only lasted about 85 minutes, but I’m not sure, because I never 
so it before. Can anyone inform me better on this? A real s’irpriso, SF wise, is a 
British import called "Tho Avengers." Supposedly a spy story, some nf it’s pints are ’ 
quito SF-oriented. I remember Iasi year a shew which wound up with two robot assass
ins beating each others electronic brains out, and this last *oek, they had a mnd(?) 
scientist who invents an invisibility serums which doesn’t work), gomo spies rtoal it, 
and set uo an elaborate plot to prove that it doos work(which cur homes expose as a 
fake, and near the end, anyone who matches closely finds nut that the scientist had 
really perfected his formula, but none of the members of the cast scorn to discover 
the proof, and since ho is dead, the formula is lost. Hows that for Brmplicationg? 
Mayoe by next issue, I will have seen a few more movies to report on. I seo very few 
of any kind lately, let nlnne ST. I can always wait a few years until they are seen 
on TV. It even saves money, if tho commercials aren’t tno hard on your oars,
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Don D'Ammassa, ]4 Meadowcrest Dr, Cumberland, RI, 02864.
Alttough I had previously seen ZINGARO #7, I was glad to receive the copy you 

sent. I am one of those who likes the articles that Mike Viggiano mentioned in his 
letter, but I am more inclined toward the discussion of fiction than science. This is 

probably because I am an English major. Neil Ruzic's article, while well-written and 
important, didn’t entertain me as much as say, an article on Ballard’s symbolism, or 
Heinlein’s conservatism, or Sturgeon’s philosophy of love.

There was one high point in your issue: Eric Elake’s thoroughly ridiculous letter. 
First, there are his comments on A CAffHCLE TOR LEIBO’/ITZ. While Eric is correct when 
he says that Miller was not condemning the church, neither was he praising it. This 
is obvious when one examines the useless superstition involved in tiie canonization of 
a Jew. Then there is the whole philosophical argument in the third segment, in which 
Miller shows that the Roman Catholic stand on ftercy killing is not entirely consistent. 
Lastly, there is the basic criticism that the church, all churches, have failed to do 
what their avowed purpose compells them to do. Despite the activity of the church, 
cT v civilization is destroyed by atomic war. Then the caurcn becomes dominant, more 
so than in our own world, and there is yet another atomic war. In other words, though 
the church may hold up the staff of hope, they fail repeatedly because of tneir own 
basic internal inconsistencies.

Then there is his statement regarding the church as champion of knowledge. I 
could write a novel just listing facts that contradict this statement, but I'll just 
nriefly mention the LJBRDRUM PRCHIBITORUM, the condemnation of Darwin, the attacks on 
Copernicus and Galileo, the Stokes ‘onkey trial, and the inquisitions and witchcraft 
trials.

I’ve heard Eric’s statements on DAVY before. I confess to feeling sorry for a 
man so caught up in his own little narrowminded universe that he must condemn Dave as 
a murderer and fomicater. A good percent of tlie population of the world fornicates, 
Mr Blake,. Your own parents did, or you wouldn't be here. And what are the evil att- 

• ributes that Pangbom attributes to his church?
Then there ib' Phil' Farmer^, who has an "unhealthy obsession with sex." Since you 

seem to find the subject fascinating, Eric, maybe you have an unhealthy obsession with 
’ sex. But that's irrelevant, What do you define as an "unhealthy” obsession with sex? 

And if youngsters read Farmer's stories entirely for their sexual content, they must 
be very disappointed. Sex is just one element in Farmers stories; the average Beacon 
book will provide m .h more.

Your comments on Heinlein's book are ccwnright obscene. The Negro race has in
dead created a civilization, Mr. Blake, and if you are a typical example or ours, 
maybe theirs is superior. Whether it was Heinlein's intention or not, he created a 
beautiful burlesque of our own civilization in FARNHAM’S FREEHOLD.

So in conculsion, I can only decide that Eric is not so critical of other peo
ple's views on sex as he is guilty of his own. Since he is the one who points out 
the sexual passages, obviously he is much more sensitive to them. On religion, well, 
if he desires to blind liimself to the imperfection of something built by man, and by
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its very definition thus imperfect, that's his decision to make,. But he must par
don the rest of us if we are able to see his idols as they really are..

Sorry to devote so much time and space to one crackpot letter, but it stood out 
so much that it just plain overshadowed everything else in tae issue..

Eric Bleakly, Don

ERIC BLAKE, PO box 26, Jamaica, NY, ]]43]
Neil Ruzic’s article in ZINGARO #7 on lunar technology was quite interest

ing, and it opens up some fascinating vistas for future engineering and science. But 
pity the poor engineering student, v/ho must absorb an increasing amount of material 
in the same 4-year college period. While I am amazed at tae opportunities open in 
space, I am just as glad tint I studied these subjects forty years ago, when they 
were much simpler! Eric Blake
((These days there is an increasing trend toward getting more advanced degrees. In 
the future, it is possible that the ES which is so necessary before you can get a 
technological job today, will be considered insufficient *, just as high-school only 
education already has been replaced as a qualification m an increasing number of 
fields. Technology is growing at such a pace today, that it is impossible to keep 
up with the advancements in any field. MDI))

GEORGE H STICKLER, 2C2 Sublett, San Antonio, Texas, 78223.
The pics in Z/*8 were quite good. I’d been wondering what Roger Zelazny 

looked like. A tew of the people were familiar names, either through fanzine letter- 
cols or other fandom media.

You noticed I am a new member of N3F. I am also new to fandom. I’ve been 
associated with fandom for about 4 or 5 months now, but I’ve been reading SF for over 
]0 years. All this time I was a lone-wolf type fan, but quite by accident, I was put 
in touch with a fandom fan,then I ^oined the N3F, etc.

I noticed in Z#8 that you nad no fiction. I write some, and have aspirations-- 
hope to break into the pro-field, someday. In the meantime, I’d like to get some of 
my material into fanzines.

I enjoyed your book reviews, especially since I agreed with you an Blish’s THEY 
SHALL HAVE STARS. I’ve read the complete "Cities In Flight" series. None of the 
other books have come under my eyes.
I got a chuckle from Rick Sneary’s reference to being drafted. You see, I am a career 
serviceman. The Air Force is more of a family man’s outfit than the other se.viees, 
that’s why I’ve remained. It appears as if a lot of young men don’t want to be drafted. 
I’d probably have felt the same way if I’d had something going for me, or nad been in 
college, but such was not the case. It’s a matter of what une wants. I, for example, 
plan to retire from service after 20 or 30 years and turn to writing full time.

In re BATMAN: Granted, it’s funny: Granted it hurts. If treated as SUPERMAN ;^s, 
then it would be a great show. The actors fit their roles quite well as the show 
stands, that is, from what I’ve seen of the show, they do. Wonder how they’s handle 
their roles under serious conditions. Care to speculate? I think they probably 
could do it. Sincerely yours George Stickler

MICHAEL E DOBSON, 2]4 Lafayette St, Decatur, Ala, 3560],
LOST IN SPACE, commented on in one of your letters in Z^8, is pure trash. 

It has no merit whatsoever! Tliat Irwin Mien knows nothing about SF, much less grade 
school general science. I thought every fugghead Liew* that the speed of light is the 
supreme velocity of normal space. Then, howtfehell does Jupiter 2 come from their 
planet to a Terran orbit in about two hours in normal space? Insult upon insult was 
the fact that not only did they traverse the Terran system in 2 minutes, they couldn’t 



even cut speed and call for rescue! If that, and other insults to science, wasn't 
enough, they had to make the crew out of stereotyped noncornpoops 1 BATMAN, at leas**, 
was made stupidly on purpose. In color, it's a precty goodslDW.

Probably you out there have seen STAR TREK. It hos only minor mistakes in the 
science department, and I'll bet those were on purpose(any fool knows that an asteroid 
belt has a large rock every quarter-mile...) to appease the general idiocy of the 
viewers. Bloch wrote at least one episode. If only Ellison, Heinlein, or one of the 
double-greats would write an episode, it'd be perfect.

I learned the other day ttot Heinlein's STRANGER IN A STRANGE LAND is to be made 
into a movie. Don't know the reliability of tire source. Anyone out there who knows 

। Heinlein please ask him to confirm. (I tope you're right. This would be one of the 
biggest SF movies made, mi))

The public is grad ally becoming more and more SF oriented, I recently read an 
r article in TV GUIDE which was reprinted from the BURROUGHS BULLETIN. It was about 

the virtues of JRRT((How above that Tolkein article in a recent Sat Eve tost. mi))
I work at the school library at my school, and had some copies of STRANGER brought 

into the pb bookstore. ]3 arrived, and they lasted 3 days.
I'm toping the general public doesn't rush into Fandom. Most people aren't 

slannish, but they'd follow the crowd if the crowd came to us. We would be in worse 
stope than Beatlemania and related rock-and-roll chaos. May Klono forbid this fate!!- 

Mike
((I don't know about ttot. It would be interesting to see what happened if a World- 
con had about 20,000 fans attending. If ttot many people were interested, even that 
fink ttot published the last few issues of AMAZING REPRINT STORIES would have to get 
some new material, or fold up. mdi))

RICK BROCKS, RR #], Box W, Fremont,=Ind, 46737.
I got a copy of TRUMPET #4 at the con, strictly for the Barr cartoon of 

THE BROKEN SbORD. Barr is damn good. He made some changes from the story, espec
ially in the looks of.the Elf-Earl, but as he explains, they improve the visual im
pact, Those shadowy eyeballs are very effective, as far as I'm concerned. The fanzine 
reviews were memorable, as I disagreed with most of them. The letters were interest
ing, but the rest of the mag was a total loss.

Leinster had a much better style ]0-]5 years ago than he does now. It is getting 
so ttot his style grates on me so much that I have trouble getting thru his newer 
books.. It is mainly his cloying matter-of-fact tone, and his foreshadowing that re
minds me of the late lamented cculd-I-have-but-known school. Leinster hasn't had 
much worth reading out in the past few years, except for what Campbell has had a 
chance to edit.

I tackled Zelazny at the con aoout A1AZING § FANTASTIC. He told me that they 
were only offering to pay authors whose work they would want in the future, and ttot 
the SPNA was still boycotting them. Roger also .nentioned that they had published the 
last story of his that was on their backlog. I also heard(from Roger) that they had 
printed their last story by Alderson. Either Cohen had better break down and pay his 
authors, or his mags won't be worth reading. With Zelazny and Anderson as well as 
other members of the SF.VA out of the picture, I think I'll stop reading them. If I 
want reprints, I can get tog of HORROR, or FAMOUS SF STORIES, Yours, Rick 
((I'm only reading them myself because I have a sub that has some while to go. ,,yhen 
it runs out, I'll buy my copies used, of at all. Unless, that is, Cohen starts to 
print some new stuff. I agree with you about Leinster's style. I remember that one 
of the first hard-cover SF books I read was his THE LAST SPACESHIP, and little ofhis 
his current work seenis as good. He has gotten to the point wtore, like so many otlier 
authors, he is becoming a bit lazy, and is putting as many as possible of his stories
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into 
that 
have 
each

the same background •’universe”. I will admit 
this has the advantage that the author doesn’t 
to spend so much time filling in background with 
story, because his readers know what to expect,

and it actually makes for more effective stories 
cause of this, in my opinion. MDl))

RICN SNEARY, 2962 Santa Ana St, South Ga*e, Cal, 
I must say that I read Blake’s letter, and it 

cartainly adds fire to my inclination to get out of 
fandom—while I’m still good. If 4g years of reading 
ST makes one in that mold, I’m well off while I’m only 
half way. You might have suggested to him that the 
reason tho authors he listed wrote about a future 
world with a ’’tyrannical hierarchial chursh” wu° that 
they have read history. Science Fistion writers have 
suggested every kind of evil that they can imagine, in 
drawing up plots. As th ore have been tyrannical and 
hierarchial churches in the past (and not merely 
Christian ones, br any means) it is logical to use them 
as a possible future ill of mankind as well. I do 
agree with him, though, that I too liked the old

>

t

stories, when the hero ms supposed to 
The anti-hero stories have pretty well 
science fiction completely. Histories 
defective stories are more to my taste

be heroic, 
turned me off 
and British 
these days
Rick

HARRY WARNER JR, 423 Summit Ave, Hagerstown, Md,2174o 
The Midwestcon photos are welcome, not only for 

their own selves, but for the promist they hold that 
I’ll soon see their younger relatives from the Tricon 
((They’re here. mi)). Here it is, almost Thanksgiving, 
and I’ve seen neither apicture nor an extended report 
about this year’s Worldcon. For a while, I had the 
impression that fandom had been rotated irto the Twonk 
dimension in Cleveland in such a nauseous way that no 
survivors were willing to put details onto paper. 
But I suppose it’s just a late year for the conreports 
to blossom((just a case of bad weather this year, mi)) 

You did an excellent job with the Midwestcon 
photos for any kind of camera, much less a $10 one. 
The faces and bottles look considerably sharper than 
halftone illustrations in fanzines normally provide 
in pictures taken by highly exnensive cameras. In 
fact, I suspect that your original pictures were sharp 
enough to have benefitted from some enlargement before 
the cuts “ere made, so that the important things like 
the faces occupied more of the cuts, and the walls and 
windows took up less space((Some wore definitely have 
benefitted from enlargement, but I could not spare the 
time nor expense to do so in such large numbers.

I do quite a bit of photography for the newspaper 
for which I work, and the problem of identifying picture 

indeed a tough one at times. When you get caught without a 

V
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tape recorder and don’t have the time to write down names inproper order after each 
picture, you mi^it find useful my expedient of getting as many names as possible, and 
then j ttlng beside each name two or three words of a descriptive nature, then matcb- 
ing names to pictures as closely as possible when the prints are made. Usually it’s 
possible to find at least one distinctive thing about each person’s clothing, si^e, 
hair, or activities during the picture-taking session.((If you don’t have tima to 
write down all the naaes, how can you find time to write even a short description of 
those whose names you do get? mJ.)) „ . > . 1 1 ,

Despite what youh editorial cays, the cover ’■fas excellent. J think there must 
be lots <f pObsibllities for joke-type covers which can make their full effect without 

. the help of superlative drawing.
I don’t think I’ve ever tried to explain to myself why I read SF. But if I were 

forced to do it, I would probably base me reasons on the certainty that the ''orld. is 
t changing all the time, aid this is the only type "of fiction that really takes into 

consideration the element of chang*. All other fiction Is based on how people behave 
in imaginary circumstances that are made to conf r? is Closely is possible- to reality; 
or, in the case of historical fictisn., how people nighl have behaved under these 
actual conditions If we knew a little more about the Individuals involved in the 
events of the past.((SF is most impi rtant of all a means of letting people got accus- 
tomeu to the‘Changes brought about by technology. From your idea of the base of other 
types of fiction, SF differs only in that it is usually set in the future, where the 
parameters of reality have yet to be determined, mi))

Once again your reviews prjve that you read a lot more books than I do. But 
your fairly good reactions to the San Rohmer novels interested ne Quito a bit, I 
recently read for the first time on- of the Fu Manchu books, and found It so outrage
ously bad that I no longer wish I didn’t work daring the time Batman iis on TV. Maybe 
the Rohmer novel isn’t really that terrible. The trouble could, be that the parodies 
and the resurrections of imitations of famous adventure fiction haye made it impossibl 
to tell the difference between the seriously-intended, genuine article, and the 
tongue-in-cheek fakes.((You may have noticed that the Rohmer books that I r-—dewed 
were not the Fu Mancha books, which I also dislike, mi)) . . .

I don’t agree with Rick that the attitude of a Burroughs estate manager toward 
fans had anything bo do with the different reactions ACE ^ecei^ed in its reprint of 
the Burroughs and the Tc kien storing. Isn.’t it more likely that fans in general were 
unset over the Tolkien reprints because the author is alive? It’s the same difference 
between knocking down an old woman to steal her pocketbook, andbreaking a window to 
rifle the cash drawer at a hamburger stand. Ore act ip no more justified then the 
other, but moct people feel that it’s more wrong to do violence to a person than to 
a building. Of course, I don’t mean that ACE did anything illegal in either reprint
ing instance; the firm was equally within the law in both cases, but it was harder 
for fandom to feel that there was anything unethical about a book publishing firm 
making money at the expenuo of descendants of an author.((I’m not very familiar with 
copyright law, in fact, not at all, but it seems to me that ACE would have been in 
the right on the Tolkien books, which had not been copyright in the 7JS, but that the 
Tarzan books would need permi-ision, since the character had been used in material that 
still had copyright protection, although it had expired on some books. While on the 
subject, I was wondering what you might think about a story Mack Reynolds had in the 
March 1967 issue of F&SF, called "Rolle." I suspect that Hulbert Burroughs might be 
getting a bit annoyed, if he reads it. ml))

Ah, yes, those old Saturdays at the movies, when you went to the movies, not to 
thr T7 set. I’m old enough to have been a kid during the golden age of pre-singing 
■westerns. We all went to the westerns on Saturdays, then re-enacted the plots in our 
backyards on Mondays, "'uesdays, Wednesdays, Thursdays, and Fridays. Come to think of 
it, the absense of singing cowboys in those years was cuite a blessing for the adults 
In the neighborhood, because we would have probably included the songs in our reen
actments, too. Harry Warner, Jr.
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METMCCont’d) ■ ,
((I’m no£ quite that old, "but I remember how much-J enjoyed watching all those movie 
serials, especially '^hen I spott-d the flaws in the continuity of the cliff-hanger 
endings. I was one of those who spent over U hours watching that complete showing of 
the BATMAN serial, when it was shown at various theatres a couple of years ago. A 
big difference between the movie and Tv versions. Ml))

THE LAST MINUTE—A column of regrets and other things hj M Irvdn(of course) 
"Thi: issue of ZINGARO marks a turning point for mo, of sorts, it is at 

once the most encouraging, and th* mdst disappointing issue I have -published. I am 
very pleased with the contents, because this issuo has a smaller percentage of my own 
material in it, showing that' my requests have not been in vain. I am not do-pending 
entirely on reviews and letters, like some previous issues. This shows there is a 
future of oorts for ZlNQaP.0. But I am iisappointed, because, even though this is tho 
largest issue I have ever published, ft is not complete. I could have added another 
20 or 30 pages, without exhausting everything I wanted to wri,te about ard review, tut 
it has takon me such a long timo to do tnis much, I wou_d probably never get it dene 
to satisfaction. This is a letter-substitute. It is my only fanac. I have a very 
bad habit of procrastinating when it comes to writing letters, and it is easier to 
send a hundred off at once, 1 te this, than to writo 10. I'm going to try an experi
ment with tho next issue. If it works, I will probably got back to try old quarterly 
schedule. If not, school will make publication very irregular, like this 6 month 
late Worldcon report herein. I was for a whil 1 anncidcring publishing a fanzine con 
taining nothing but book reports and reviews, but I don’t think it would bo worth it, 
even though. I read that many books. By tho way, before I forget, I am the 0E of a 
new ABA, called EILK, which is demoted to publishing folk and filk congs suitable for 
singing at conventions, and other plac*s. Pleaso jrito, if you ire interested. I 
am signing off, now, and hope to hear from everyone-. yARK IRWIN
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